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MY Life Ladder Assessment™ Matterlll

SPIRIT

Examine each rung in the ladder and assess how you feel about your life thru this
lens. Rate each item from 1 to 5. 1 meaning you are completely off track and 5
meaning you are rocking in this arena in your life. 

The first rung of the ladder. This can have different meanings to each of us. It could
be about nature, relationships, or just taking time to stop and breathe. Nurturing the
spirit helps me to define what I want from life, what my reason for being is (My Why).
Ultimately this is also about realizing there is something greater than me in the
universe. My Spirit helps me to know my soul and thus know who I am. 

1. I know what spirit is to me and I connect with it daily.  ______________
2. I am peaceful and am not rushing.  ______________
3. I know how to focus on the moment and enjoy life.  ______________
4. I know how to manage my emotions and not let them unduly influence
    my decisions and actions.   ______________

HEALTH

The body, as the vessel of the soul, is the means for achieving that which the soul
desires. It makes sense that, in order to carry out the soul’s desires to the fullest, the
vessel must be in optimal working condition. I want to be healthier and live a long
life, so keeping my body nurtured with exercise, nutritious foods, and water is
imperative. 

1. I have a plan and I am working it to optimize my health.  ______________
2. I get enough sleep and feel energetic in the morning.  ______________
3. I am confident I will be able to do the things I want past my 80's.  ______________
4. My energy level is amazing.  ______________

TOTAL FOR SPIRIT ______ / 20

TOTAL FOR HEALTH ______ / 20
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RELATIONSHIPS

What I really look for in my relationships is "my team,” a circle of confidantes that I
am extremely close to and trust above all others - these are the people that matter
most to me. My family, the people that share the same values with me, and those
that I enjoy hanging with and working with. As a team, we are able to share a safe
space in which we can be open with one another about anything and everything.

1. I have 10 trusted relationships that I can share my dreams and fears openly to. 
 ______________
2. I take to heart the open and honest feedback I receive.  ______________
3. I am working with people I love.  ______________
4. I have peers groups that elevate my energy.  ______________

CRAFT

There are jobs we all need to make money, and there are careers that we can
advance and hopefully love. But having a craft is what is most important. A craft
enables you to learn as you teach, to heal as you go - we teach what we need to
learn!  Craft provides the means to continue growing and advancing. Craft is a
means of expressing your passion. Only when you are working within that passion
can you say you've found your craft. 

1. I love all the activities that I am doing, and they give me energy. I know that I am
working on my Great Gift.  ______________
2. I have delegated the things I am not good at & don’t like.  ______________
3. I am viewed as a thought leader in my profession.  ______________  
4. I know, and stay focused on, my goals and objectives (I avoid distractions when
necessary).  ______________

TOTAL FOR CRAFT ______ / 20

TOTAL FOR RELATIONSHIPS ______ / 20
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COMMUNITY

My community can be my neighborhood, my city, and/or my peer groups. It consists
of the people I am committed to and want to support. When I am focused and doing
good in my community/city/peer group, I feel as though I can make a positive
difference. And when I am making a positive difference, I am building and Living My
Legacy, Now.

1. I am my authentic self in my communities/world.   ______________
2. I am a positive contributor to my communities (I work to find solutions to issues).  
 ______________
3. I love my neighborhood, my town or my peer groups.   ______________
4. I am willing (have the courage) to take a stand for the things I believe in.  
 ______________

HOW'D YOU SCORE OVERALL?

TOTAL FOR COMMUNITY ______ / 20

0-50: LIVING AN OKAY LIFE
50-80: LIVING A GOOD LIFE
80-100: LIVING A GREAT F'ING LIFE! iM!

You can "score" up to 20 points in each area defined by the rung. You can use
these scores to choose where to focus your attention on in the coming days,
weeks, or the next quarter. Establish priorities and objectives in each arena
accordingly.

Want another way to measure your iMpact?

It's ok no matter where you are at!  Now is the time to begin again and
choose where you want to be, or maybe you are already rocking it and
loving life! 

It's a choice.  Are you living a life around "have-to's?"  OR are you living into
your  "love-to's" and what matters most to you and acting like you matter?
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